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Peace
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A new threat to the field –
and this time it’s serious
If you mention ‘the Field’ to someone
who lives in Langstone they will not think
you mean one of the paddocks behind the
High Street, between the Billy Trail and
the shore of Chichester harbour, or what
are often referred to as the ‘horses fields’
- they will assume that you mean
Southmere Field, known as ‘the symbol
of Langstone’. They may not even know
the name Southmere, but they will know
where you mean.
After all it is right beside the overcrowded
A3023; since Bosmere Field was built on it is
the only parcel of unspoilt green between the
roundabout and the bridge to Hayling Island, It
has always been there hasn’t it? It used to have
cows grazing it. That was a comforting sight; as
my grandfather used to say "A sight for sore
eyes". It has been there forever, long before any
of our current worries; before Global Warming/
Climate Change, or the fate of Afghan women
were the phrases on our lips.
We were very worried about its safety while we
were waiting to know whether Havant Borough
Council was deciding which sites were suitable
to have dwelling houses built on them. We
breathed again when Southmere was not
included in sites identified as suitable for
development in the Draft Local Plan. So we
thought it was safe until 2036. After all it was

Photo: Pete Holding

Eastoke Corner, Seafront, Hayling Island, PO11 9LU
023 9263 7590 and 07770 417 821
Follow us on Facebook and www.theterracottapotshop.co.uk

"Our LVA Banner above was cowardly stolen,
within days of being erected to raise awareness to
the plight of the field! Fortunately Pete Holding
had already taken this photograph!" (Bolts)

protected by the Covenant (signed in 1980
between HBC and the then owner, Major
Clarke), was there to stop house-building
wasn’t it? Yes, we knew covenants could be
overturned but both the Leader of the Council
and his deputy had declared publicly that they
would never vote to overturn it. So we could
breathe again, or so most of us thought.
But then while Havant’s Development and
Planning was being investigated by inspectors
from central government an actual draft

once it’s gone it’s gone
forever – there will be no
going back. Surely (as
former Conservative PM
Edward Heath said) this is
an example if ever there
was one, of the
"unpleasant and
unacceptable face of
capitalism" and we want none of it!!!

Photo 4th July 2021: Bolts. Is this the last year we’ll see this

Do we really want to go back to the 1980s
when ’greed is good’ was the watchword and
it was also believed by some ‘There’s no such
thing as community’. It is certainly the case,
that the motive of the directors of Persimmon
is to protect/enrich their shareholders and their
own multimillion pound bonuses. Otherwise,
they would build more houses on the already
approved brown-field site at the Plaza and be
happy to make a little less profit.

planned application was put forward by
Persimmon Homes, to build 65 houses on part
of the field. This was a shock but at least with
an actual application we had something we
could and must object to.
So that is what we have been doing and still
are. To date (23 September) nearly 400 local
residents have taken the trouble to write or
email individually, to Development Control,
objecting to Persimmon Homes’ planning
application. In addition to those private
objections, the responses of the Statutory
Consultees have definitely been less than
favourable. It is ‘thumbs down’ all round.

NEXT
FLOOR

We must continue to Object and Comment.
The fight goes on!
Cecily Hughes September 2021

"I never worry about ACTION, but only about
INACTION" (Winston Churchill).

If you are thinking of writing but haven’t got
round to it yet, remember there is still time but

CARPET, WOOD & VINYL SPECIALISTS

F O’REILLY & SON

43 West Street, Havant P09 1LA

7 Market Parade, Havant, Hants PO9 1PY

FREE ESTIMATES · FREE QUOTES · FREE CARPET FITTING

10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS ADVERT
www.nextfloorltd.co.uk
email: info@nextfloorltd.co.uk

023 9249 8881
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Electrical Goods, Spares and Repairs
Electrical Contractors & Aerial Installations

023 9247 0581
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Bats in Langstone

mike@langstonerowing.co.uk
txt: 07767 350512

www.langstonecutters.com
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Photo: Nik Knight

Have you been enjoying seeing bats
swooping around over your garden this
summer?
Currently we have 17 breeding species of bats
in the UK, which is about one quarter of all our
terrestrial mammals. Havant is a remarkable
hotspot, with 15 of those species recorded in
recent years, including several of the rarest.
Sadly, increasing development pressure is
threatening our local biodiversity, with bats
particularly vulnerable. There have been great
declines in bat numbers over the past 70 years.
Although individual bats can live for 25 years,
the mothers only have one baby per year, so
populations can take a long time to recover.

A Serotine bat

All bats and their roosts are protected by our
wildlife legislation, but sadly that does not
include the areas they need for foraging, nor
their commuting routes. Loss of a large part of
South Moor to regular inundation by the sea
inevitably leads to the loss of terrestrial plants
and the insects that depend on them, thereby
impacting insectivorous birds and bats. Bats
can be an important consideration when
planning decisions are made. Southmere lies at
the intersection of important wildlife corridors,
north/south along the stream and east/west
along the coast.

One technique for assessing the bats flying in
an area is to use a static bat detector. These
devices record bat ultrasound calls all night so
that we can identify the species and know
when they are active. Using these detectors in
Langstone has revealed that we have at least
10 species making regular appearances. Most
of the bats we encounter in gardens are the
common pipistrelle and soprano pipistrelle,
with the larger serotine and noctule foraging
over the more open areas. The very quiet
brown long-eared bat is present but not easily
detected. This year we have surveyed gardens
along Mill Lane and found the barbastelle bat,
usually considered to be a rare woodland
species. Those surveys have also found the
migratory Nathusius’ pipistrelle and several of
the ‘mouse-eared’ Myotis species. Last year, the
very rare greater horseshoe bat was recorded
on the edge of Southmere field, the first time
this species has ever been found in the Havant
area. Naturally, we would like to conserve this
remarkable diversity.

What can we do to help bats? Opposing the
loss of our green spaces is obviously
important. Please minimise light pollution
because artificial light disrupts the activities of
nocturnal animals, including bats and their
insect prey. Bats spend the day safely tucked
away in crevices in buildings and trees, so
protecting old trees can be important. Wildlife
gardening can make a big difference to the
availability of insects. Erecting bat boxes can
be useful, especially when they are integrated
into new buildings in suitable locations.
You can find out much more from
www.bats.org.uk.
Nik Knight
Hampshire County Bat Recorder
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Around Our Village
"Hello Autumn! What delights will you bring us?"

Photo: Bolts

Well,
hopefully
not a repeat
of a fall I
had, causing
me to hobble
about in
acute pain in
my left leg,
for an
unhappy month. Until! Eureka! I espied
the very sensible Pam Davies and Margaret
Tompkin in the High Street striding along
with their Nordic Walking poles – reader I
went on-line and bought a pair
immediately!

The delights of crabbin’

"Cooper? That’s a coincidence" said Cecily
Hughes. Apparently the Amott house used to
be owned by Bob and Gina Cooper (Bob was
Chairman of the LVA). You may remember
them as close friends of neighbours Evelyn and
Ted Manning, and that Gina – from Canada –
loved and owned horses.

And talking of walking, Towers Garden’s Amott
family have been busy walking a cute,
boisterous dog called "Cooper." Myah and Olive
proudly announced "we are dog-sitting" – ‘an
admirable duty’ I said whilst quietly whispering
to Mum, Liz – ‘they’ll want their own one
then?’ to which she gave a knowing smile and
a quiet groan?

Photo: Bolts

As always, summer in Langstone attracted
swarms of happy children to the foreshore of
The Ship Inn that is forever "crabbin." Every
summer the children return like swallows, and
there’s such a hustle and bustle on the quay
that you wonder what came first – The Ship
Inn or the sea wall that launched a thousand
crabs? In my day we took the crabs home in a
bucket, added some salt and hoped to keep
them alive but sadly they soon died. Today’s
children are kinder, emptying their crab-filled
buckets down the slippery slope, and gently
chauffeuring chorus-lines of them, into the
welcoming sea.
And talking of The Ship Inn
www.shiplangstone.co.uk they’ve staged three
exciting ventures of late – Shakespeare on

Liz, Myah, Olive and Cooper
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The sun didn’t
quite come out
for Andrea
Matthews helped
by Marilyn
Rogers on August Bank Holiday Monday, but it
certainly shone on their Table-Top Charity
appeal outside Andrea’s Winkle Market. A
generous £426.35 was raised and gratefully
received for CHANCE FOR NEPAL, a charity
which supports mainly street children by
paying for volunteer doctors, nurses, and

Hamilton Close to start their own brood.
Graham raised the height of the Duck Island on
their lavish pond, and soon after their visiting
Mallards did the business. Three eggs were laid
giving birth to 3 cuddly chicks which quacked
around the garden. Meanwhile, a pair of
Hedgehogs arrived with their brood of two,
and with the ducks now share delicious meals
hand-crafted and cooked by the Gordons.

Photo: Penny Ingram

the Foreshore with Love’s Labours’ Lost on
29 July; The Comedy Store in the Outside
Cornish Orchard Cider Garden on 26 August,
and Opera in The Garden by Rogue Opera on

St. Faiths with a World class concert duo,
namely pianist Lucy Callen from Portsmouth
and guitarist Hugo Lippi from France. Their
10-day project themed "The Sea," was their
World premiere of seven eclectic pieces ranging
across English and French classical, folk and
jazz music with improvisations over Britten and
Debussy, and Philip Larkin’s poem "To the Sea."
In their last number they were joined by Lucy’s
music teacher from her school days, John
Gleadall – Head of Music at Bosmere School for
many years – who performed his beautiful
composition "Shoreline to the Sea!" Though
retired, John is a member of The DiElle Trio with
Chris Wood and DiElle and continues to
compose and teach music. The recital was
recorded, so if you couldn’t attend then check
out the live stream on the website:
www.stfaith.com It proved a perfect afternoon!

Photo: Bolts

Cannon Tom Kennar pulled not one, but two
fabulous rabbits out of the hat on the
afternoon of Thursday 2 September at
9 September. Mark, Katie and their children
must be enjoying The Ship Inn’s cultural centre
of excellence in the village – well done to them!
others to go to Nepal. As well as medical care
they take toothbrushes and paste, shampoos
and soap and give advice on hygiene.
www.chancefornepal.org
In our last
issue, we
hatched a
delightful
feature by
Delphine
Clarke –
"Delphine’s
Ducks" which
encouraged
the Gordons of
8

And, it was good to see our own Chapel St. Nicholas – re-open again on 1 August!
After many months of closure due to
COVID restrictions, Gill Falconer and Tom
Kennar gave it a heroic wash and brush
up. And, Tom has reminded us, that he is
holding Communion in the Chapel again,
at 8am on the 1st Sunday of each month,
plus a mid-day communion on the 3rd
Sunday of each month. He’s looking
forward to seeing us all there.
www.stfaith.com

Photo: Dominic Joyeux

And so to our British obsession with the
weather, and a question for you – did we have
a summer this year? In a straw poll most of
you said No! And to add insult to injury –
don’t we just love a cliché? – on 29 July the
Met office confirmed "we are in for a very hot
summer and lots of rain!" I’d guess it’s Irony at
a base level, but good in parts like the curate’s
egg – it came to pass. And there’s more…
when at 2am on Monday 26 July, Langstone
awoke to unprecedented lashings of torrential
rain, thunder and lightning – as H.G. Wells
would have warned, a portent of "things to
come!"

On a different subject, we report there have
been a number of expressions of support for
the FLAG Group, following our leading feature
9

Advertising Manager and Administrator
for more than two decades. He has
procured the advertising needed to
make The Langstonian viable, and put
the R into Rapport when building
relationships with our Advertisers.
Advertiser Jamie Cole recently paid
tribute by telling me "Peter found me business,
even before
I started advertising in The Langstonian."
As legendary advertising man David Ogilvy said
"It isn’t the whisky they choose, it’s the
image!" Well you certainly established an
enduring image Peter, and one that will be
extremely hard to follow.

in the Summer issue (Issue 84). Contact: Helen
Donald for information
helen@helendonald.com Tel: 07788 814 824.
But as we close this quarter, we want to pay
tribute to Peter Syson who sadly is leaving
The Langstonian.
As he says "I need to put my feet up a bit and
enjoy more Friday nights at The Royal Oak."
Peter has toiled long and hard as our

All for now.

(Bolts) John Boulton Editor

Your Foundation for Healthy Comfortable Feet
Don’t suffer in silence with sore painful feet. Come to
"About The Footings" where our HCPC (Health Care Professions Council)
registered podiatrists are qualified to degree level in podiatric medicine.
And, we are Members of the Royal College of Podiatry.
Come and meet our friendly team – Linda and Camilla.
Simply telephone us for an appointment on
023 9247 0813 or 07802 451646
Email us at info@aboutthefootings.co.uk
Follow us on Facebook or www.aboutthefootings.co.uk
About The Footings 1st Floor, Meridian Centre,
Havant, Hampshire P09 1UN
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"Jazzin’ the blues away" at Tidelands – 24th July 2021

video it, as it’s since
gone viral on
Facebook!

All pictures taken by Penny Ingram
After so many months of
living under Lockdowns
of varying numbers and
trying to work out what
could be done under
Government roadmaps,
the village was looking
forward to hanging out
in the company of other
people, and listening and
dancing to some happy,
live, and toe-tapping
music.

At some stage
someone dressed as a
gorilla cavorted about
the stage to the tune
of the ‘Charleston’ and
it was good to see that
some, were very adept
at the dance – surely they can’t be that old?

Lighting and sound checked and tested,
portaloos in place, the renowned Georgia
Ramblers led by Chris Newman tuned-up, and
struck-up to play traditional Jazz with all the
verve and enthusiasm so reminiscent of Louis
Armstrong, Chris Barber, Humphrey Lyttelton
and other great heroes from the past! And

The night was a sell-out
success – in fact many more
tickets could have been sold, but there had to
be a manageable limit – and people came in
droves from far and wide – Reading (my
brother Jim and his wife Sue), West Chiltington,
Emsworth,
Rowlands Castle,
Farlingham,
Havant and gosh
- even Langstone
Village itself!
And thank
goodness they
were
optimistic
souls about
the weather,
which had
behaved very badly even the day before!
As one of them said "we wouldn’t have
missed this, especially after all the sodden,
rainy downpours this month!"

Talking of frenetic dancing we had a good
glimpse of ‘King of the Cutters Mike Gilbert’ and
Rosie Robertson jiving very professionally – and
aptly - to that Jungle Book’ perennial – "I’m the
King of the Jungle!"
But swiftly moving on, we were delighted to
have some positive politicians with us – namely
David Willetts, MP for Havant, 1992-2015,
and now Life Peer Baron Willetts PC. FRS. Hon
FRSC. FAcSS and his lovely wife the artist
Sarah Butterfield (pictured below) of whom
broadcaster Jon Snow said: "Sarah Butterfield
remains one of the most persistently rewarding
artists of her generation, and one who herself,
seems to be set upon an ever more creative
journey."

Secretary Polly Chapman’s "Sun from midday
until 9pm" and which turned out to be even
better than that! AND a profit of £591. 39
was made for LVA funds.
And our audience cheerfully invaded! Laden
with food and drink, cutlery, china, chairs, rugs,
and happy smiles Cecily and I welcomed them
in Mill Lane, before they proceeded to be
relieved of their tickets by Sue and Steve Emery.
Given armbands the adventurers settled
comfortably on the expansive lawns of our
TIDELANDS host, Carolyn Holland.

they weren’t alone as our ‘Rockin’ Rector of St.
Faith’s’ Tom Kennar leapt onto the stage to
give a belting rendition of "When the Saints
go marching in" before the scene erupted into
a frenzy of dancing and twirling of umbrellas
to ‘Bourbon Street Parade,’ and reminiscent of
the street parade traditions of New Orleans,
Louisiana. Thankfully Langstone’s ace
photographer Penny Ingram was there to

Fortunately our "get out of Jail card"
presented us with a balmy, sunny and
warm evening of delight, predicted by LVA
12

Councillor Michael Wilson, of Hayling East,
now Chairman of Standards Committee, and
until lately Leader of Havant Borough Council,
also vigorously waved an umbrella … and to
13

of Carolyn’s garden with
its magic and light and
soak in the atmosphere
of chatty, happy people
many of whom were
strangers at the
beginning of the evening,
and friends at the end.
And a special mention of
our dear friends Sara and
Lee Stokes-Jarvis, who
created an incredible
"Jazz Club Picnic (Con)
Fusion" for the night.
Cocktails and Canapes,
Gobby Bon Bons and Fannie Flaggs danced
among Main Courses of Levantine Muhamarrah,
Drunken Spanish Sausage and Mad Bird
wickedly followed by just Desserts – Lee StokesJarvis’s seemingly endless culinary creations
were swiftly devoured!

add to the fun, it was the birthday of the
redoubtable Nigel Armstrong of Hamilton Close
so of course Chris and the Boys couldn’t resist
playing an upbeat "Happy Birthday!"
Another of the delights of the evening was just
to look back at the broad and wonderful sweep

We have had many
positive emails
following our LVA
event, and to quote
one from Linda
Podlasinska from
West Chiltington
who brought 3
friends with her
"Good evening John
and Cecily, just to
say thank you for organising a very pleasant
Jazz evening. It was such a beautiful location
and you even arranged perfect weather. Seems
like life in Langstone has a lot going for it!"

weather was so kind. (No extra charge for
laying that on). If you need us for next year
we’ll try to keep fit and well in the meantime."
As Blacksmith Joe Gargery famously said in
Charles Dicken’s novel "Great Expectations"
‘What Larks Pip, what Larks!’
The Georgia Ramblers are: Chris Newman,
Piano; Peter Dorday, Trumpet, Vocals and
Banjo; Derek Little, Clarinet and Saxophone,
Chris Gower, Trombone; Chris Waters
(pictured), Brass Bass and John Hall,
Percussion. georgia.ramblers@gmail.com
Landline: 023 9269 3988.
Mobile: 07790 987 209
Remembering with Respect and Love,
our fellow villager and friend, the late
STEVE WOODS (1958-2020) who gave the
warmest "meet and greet" to everyone, who
attended our Jazz Picnic in 2019.

And from Chris Newman leader of the Georgia
Ramblers: "Thank you John, Cecily and Carolyn
and all involved in last night’s magnificent
party. The band really relished the atmosphere,
the enjoyment and feedback from the audience
and how you looked after us. Luckily the

BOLTS (John Boulton

THE SHIP INN
Langstone welcomes
you back...
PAINTING, DECORATING & GENERAL MAINTENANCE
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
Free Estimates and advice given
HIGH CLASS WORK
Phone JAMIE COLE now
MOBILE 07720 180288

Langstone Road · Langstone · Havant · PO9 1RD · Tel: 023 9247 1719 · email: Ship.langstone@fullers.co.uk
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Chairman’s Column

Welcome to

Sherwood Florist
I’m Lucy Sherwood and
Sherwood Florist is my friendly,
family run business in West
Street, Havant. I’ve been
passionate about flowers since
my teens, loved and studied
them since, and now with
nearly 15 years of experience
I’m fully qualified in Levels 1-3
City & Guilds BTEC.
• At Sherwood Florist, we work as a team to create stunning floral
bouquets and arrangements, for weddings and funerals and indeed for
every imaginable occasion – and we hand-craft them personally, to meet
the needs of our customers.
• We also supply a wide
range of charming gifts for
that ‘special someone’ plus
balloons, teddies and highly
popular Jelly Cat toys.
• And we deliver to a wide
area, which includes Havant,
Emsworth, Fareham,
Petersfield, Portsmouth,
Hayling Island and more
• There’s Free parking outside our store and car parks close by, so why
not pop in and see our friendly team...

10%

DISCO
(Flower UNT

47 West Street, Havant, Hants PO9 1LA
Telephone: 023 9247 7182
Email: Lucy.sherwood@hotmail.co.uk
www.sherwood-florist.com
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Over the thirty years I have lived here, I don’t
recall an occasion when Langstone residents
have been challenged by so many issues on so
many levels, all at the same time. Until recently
we were focussed predominately on what
Coastal Partners plan for our flood defences
then concerns for South Moor followed the
breach of the sea defence wall. Now, another
attack on Southmere field with an application
for housing development has stretched our
attention even further.

a clear statement
of position. We
believe a small
majority of our
Councillors want
the field left as it
is and the
covenant maintained, but we need to maintain
the pressure of opposition until the field is
secured.

I want to thank everyone who took time to
express their objections to the planning
application for housing from Persimmon
Homes. It was a magnificent collective effort
and the number of objections supported by
valid points of opposition was impressive. It
ensured our "rulers" understand why
Southmere is not just a field and why we feel
so strongly about it.

The potential for flooding is becoming a
growing debate. Government legislation is
designed to prevent planning permission where
there is a risk of flooding. In its comments on
Persimmon’s application, the Environment
Agency recommended minimum elevations of
4.8 mtrs above sea level for the ground floor
and 4.5 mtrs for access roads, a figure likely to
be revised upwards if we continue to miss
global temperature targets.

Recently there has been growing debate about
the importance of the covenant which protects
the Southmere field. While not specifically part
of the planning process, the covenant becomes
very important if the planning application is
approved or wins on appeal. Some continue to
question its relevance and validity forty years
after it was signed by HBC in March 1980. It is
true some Councils have successfully
overturned or modified covenants but this has
tended to happen where the rationale is out of
date or no longer relevant. By contrast the
rationale for "our" covenant remains
unchanged and its relevance is as valid today as
it was back then, a fact illustrated by the points
of objection made in your letters. There is no
reason for past promises to be broken and it
would be morally outrageous if there was an
attack on the covenant by HBC. We are
unaware of such an intention, and with the
help of first class legal advice, we are asking for

Using the same sea level data as the E.A and
Coastal Partners, none of Southmere is over
4.2 mtrs above sea level, except a small ‘hillock’
of 4.8 mtrs, a few yards into the field roughly
opposite the access road to the Mallards. From
the Mallards moving southwards, elevations
generally fall from 4.2 mtrs to only 3.3 mtrs at
the houses built along Mill Lane. Clearly the
field could be raised or the houses built on
stilts but this cost added to high land costs
leads one to question the sincerity of planning
the kinds of houses described in the planning
application.
Secondly, the same gradient applies to the
A3023 to Hayling Island, but after the entrance
to Mill Lane, it falls to 2.4 mtrs as the road
passes Langstone High Street. How does this
"sit" with Coastal Partners proposal to build a
bund along the Billy Line, terminating just short
17

of Mill Lane? The alternative route, preferred by
residents, going around Harbourside also
terminates at Mill Lane. At 3.3 mtrs, the lane is
hardly a mountain ridge so how can the
proposed bund defend houses, given EA
comments on water level for Southmere? We
will investigate on your behalf.

structural investigations using Ground
Penetrating Radar. The GPR Scanner will be
placed against a wall and moved vertically/
horizontally to detect the presence/ absence of
hidden voids and cavities in walls, the thickness
of the wall and the presence of any embedded
reinforcement, such as steel.

At the time of writing, ground investigations
have been started by Structural Soils Ltd.
Lasting 3-4 weeks, the investigation involves a
series of boreholes and trial pits along the
Langstone frontage and the Billy Line to obtain
detail of ground conditions, The work will
include activities on both the land behind the
defences (terrestrial land) and on the foreshore
in front of the existing defences (intertidal
land). When necessary, permission to enter
private property will be sought before work
starts.

A small piece of good news suggests that as
part of west Langstone defences the new
footpath will not be placed on top of the
proposed bund. Instead the path will remain at
existing heights and the bund will be located
alongside.
Design is in progress for the alternative route,
joining the bund to Harbourside instead of the
original Billy Line route. Once this is complete
we will better understand the private funding
gap and the challenge we face. In the
meantime it seems Coastal Partners are
pursuing their preferred option of the original

From Monday 4th October AECOM will begin

BODY CONTROL PILATES®
with Gillian Burn and John Spencer

CLASSES IN HAMPSHIRE AND WEST SUSSEX
and via ZOOM to your home
PILATES EXERCISE AND BODY CONDITIONING:
• helps prevent back problems
• strengthens and tones muscles
• improves posture, flexibility, balance

• creates a longer, leaner, stronger body

• increases energy and helps you relax

• enhances mind and body health, creating
a sense of wellbeing.

Contact: Gillian Burn 07831 526 531
www.healthcircles.co.uk/pilates-exercise or email gillianburn@healthcircles.co.uk
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licensed discharges amounting to approximately
700 hours into Langstone Harbour, from an
outlet located close to the breach in the
Southmoor sea defence wall. An additional 520
hours of licensed discharges were also made
during 2020 from other sites in the north of
Langstone Harbour. Arguably that wall not only
kept sea water off Southmoor, it also defended
it from raw sewage and unscreened waste.
Twice a day polluted water runs on to the moor
and then retreats stranding all the same kinds
of waste found on West Beach. It might be
early days but as time passes and sea levels rise,
waste deposits left amongst the plants of
Southmoor will create a significant health risk
not to mention an unpleasant aroma, especially
on warm summer days when people want to
enjoy the environment.

route, justifying it because funding for our
preferred route is not guaranteed. We of course
cannot raise the funds until we have seen the
final design.
Many of you took part in the two site meetings
held with AECOM and Coastal Partners last July.
The first concentrated on the foreshore and the
second plans for west Langstone. During those
meetings we made it abundantly clear what we
liked and disliked and what we wanted for the
village. Since those meetings I have been
chasing for meeting minutes to ensure our
position was accurately recorded. A less
charitable Chairman might suspect the delay
results from residents views being so far from
what C.P intends, that reconciliation is proving
difficult for them. C.P. have promised an event
summary document (not called minutes!) by the
end of September. This will include our
concerns, AECOMs responses and their next
design steps. This is worrying because in the
past AECOM have used their unilateral
responses to form an autocratic platform from
which they develop their design choices not
ours. This time I hope they have learnt the folly
of this approach.

Andy Lewis, 24 September 2021

Those of you who take part in the LVA beach
clean have first-hand experience of what is
washed up on our shores. Bottles, cartons, cans,
waste paper and clothing are the ‘norm’ as are
cotton buds and various bathroom products
and now used face masks. Closer examination
of drying seaweed reveals plastic caps and ring
pulls and a whole variety of mini plastics. Much
of this results from unacceptable occasions
when inadequately screened raw sewage is
discharged into Langstone Harbour. Southern
Water may have been fined for illegally
dumping untreated sewage into Langstone
Harbour, but they are still licenced to make
discharges when the waste water network
reaches capacity, normally during periods of
heavy rainfall. During 2020 there were 50

Stansted Park Garden Centre
Stansted Park
Rowlands Castle
Hampshire · PO9 6DX

tel: 0800 169 6727
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“Michael Kennedy” Brighton’s ghostly presence in Langstone!

Michael has always been pretty ambivalent
about ghouls, and ghosts that go bump in the
night, but in a recent stay at Cecily’s he felt a
presence akin to those we shared with our dear
late friend Herb Dixon 70 years ago in his
basement flat opposite Queens Park Rangers
Football Club in London’s Shepherds Bush. It
was there that we practised our Jazz – Mike on
trombone, me on trumpet and Herb on clarinet
and saxophone but we always had an uneasy
feeling of the presence of an unseen fourth
band member in the room.

Michael Kennedy and Bolts

It was interesting that it was my upstairs
neighbour who asked me about the ghostly
presence. I had not mentioned it to him, and
I suggested that he does not mention the
physical manifestation to his family but rather
waits to hear if they report anything. I’m still
waiting, but not without hope and some
considerable trepidation!"

But let him tell you in his own words…

I am told she is the classically elegant, Victorian
lady in a white night gown.

Out of all of us, it would appear that Mike
especially had a unique gift in feeling the
presence and though he wouldn’t admit it then,
he feels it’s present now in his Georgian (period
1714-1836) apartment in Brighton, where he’s
lived for more than 40 years.

Photo: Bolts

"There is, I am told, a female ghost who walks in
the flat above mine. I was first told about her
maybe 35 years ago, and last told about her 6
months ago -obviously by different people who
have lived upstairs and whom have never met
each other. The ghost has only to the best of
my information ever been seen by a human
female, who described her journey as ‘she walks
down the staircase from the top of the house
that was the servants quarters, then down three
flights of broad stairs to the first floor that is
still a sitting room overlooking the sea, and
stops. So she does not get down to my
apartment.

We even gave him the name Louis and would
include him in our conversations, especially,
when a song sheet would fly off a music stand
and into the carpet, or a trumpet ‘mute’ would
crash unceremoniously to the floor, for no
explicable reason. Then simultaneously up
would go the cry – "Hi Louis" or ‘Dear Me Louis
did we play a bum note?’ I also wondered,
when sometimes my flattened fifths and
dominant sevenths didn’t quite play out the
way they should have … was that you Louis?

presence of
what he could
only describe
as a
malevolent
crouching
figure with
sharp claws in
a corner
behind the
door. Nothing The presence in the corner?
was seen, but
Mike said "it gave me a moment or two of
horror before my sleep – only helped by a night
cap. Fortunately it only happened once."

But she has been ‘felt’ by both males and
females as the presence including by myself
when sleeping upstairs. But no noises, no
contacts, no vision. A newly-arrived couple
upstairs has three teenagers and all three were
allowed to choose their own bedrooms. Two of
them felt the presence in each room. One of
these rooms is very attractive to youngsters as
it is up a small top flight of stairs. When the
16 year old boy in the family tried it out, unlike
the others he felt no presence – as he said ‘I
felt nowt.’ So there he is dreaming of his four
sports bikes and all is well with him.

Photo: Cecily Hughes

Meet Mike Kennedy, my life-long friend
from schooldays, who at one time was
responsible for representing top actors and
entertainment performers, working in
commercial television on behalf of British
Actor’s Equity, and later a representative
for staff at P&O, Prudential, Cable and
Wireless and numerous other
organisations.

Last of an eerie 5 part series.

Mike is very much a lover of the Bard, so
quoting Hamlet at this juncture would I feel be
apt. "And therefore as a stranger give it
welcome. There are more things in heaven and
earth, Horatio than are dreamt of in your
philosophy." Hamlet
(William Shakespeare 1564-1616)

During his stay with us in Langstone, Mike was
much taken with the 300 year old carpenters
mark* in a bedroom
of number 14. He felt
a very strong
presence and
returned to
contemplate it, many
times for an answer.
Perhaps its unknown
craftsman will
probably remain just
that -unknown - and for eternity. Cecily
Hughes has tried to research the name of the
carpenter but without success.

* Carpenter’s marks were created with a race knife
(also known as a timber scribe), and used as tags to
distinguish various elements of a timber frame, and
how the entire ensemble should be pieced together.
These marks are formed using a straight line, often
gouged with the u-shaped or scooped end of the race
knife. (Wikipedia)

We are now chilled and thrilled to add cottage
number 14 Langstone High Street to our list of
"Langstone’s most haunted," alongside the
Cottages numbered 12, 13, 16, 17 and 18, the
Royal Oak and The Old Mill. Research and
gratitude: Michael Kennedy. London W12
and Brighton BN1;
https://historicengland.org.uk
1-14 Chichester Terrace Brighton and Hove.

One night in the guest bedroom where he
slept at number 13, Mike felt a very strong
20

BOLTS (John Boulton) and Michael Kennedy
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Spotlight on Dominic Joyeux
from Sutton to The Mallards...
If it hadn’t been for COVID then we
probably wouldn’t be in Langstone.

"Inspiration – the ability to Jump start objectives!" (www.johnboulton.co.uk)

My wife, Jenny, and I are semi-retired. We
were still commuting from Sutton to central
London several times a week for work and fun.
To earn money I’m an editor. To earn back-up
money I’m a bookdealer. And when the
pandemic struck, I was fortunate enough to be
able to do both from home.
When you’re inside the same four walls for
work it becomes so important to have
something attractive, something inspiring,
something different when you step outside.
The access to green spaces was limited in
London, so where to go?
Photo: Jenny Bardwell

Welcome to attitudes training. I’m John Boulton
and I work closely with organisations and more
importantly their people, in training, coaching and
inspiring them to achieve more business-to-business
success. Of course your first line of customers are
your own people – your team – so before prospects
email, telephone, or cross your threshold you want
professionally trained motivated people in place to
maximise every opportunity for success. Please look
at my website www.attitudestraining.co.uk for some of my workshops:
Assertiveness at Work; Customer Service; Selling for Success; Communicate Brilliantly; Building
Self-Confidence; First-Time Manager; Leadership and Team Building; Coaching; Presentation Skills;
Telephone Techniques; Time and Self-Management.

Chichester, for its quality theatre, and
Emsworth for its coastal quaintness, were
possibles, but out of our reach financially.
Then, after 30 viewings, we saw a townhouse
in The Mallards that backed onto the Lavant
Stream. The property ticked all of our boxes
and we haven’t looked back.

Dominic in Lavant Stream

in our backyard. I dare to cycle again thanks to
dedicated cycle ways. I hurt my back packing
and unpacking for the move, but have now
taken up recuperative Tai Chi in Emsworth.

We left friends behind but most have made
the 60-mile train or motorbike journey to see
us. The LVA and LRA’s campaign against the
Southmere field planning proposal has helped
us get to know our neighbours in weeks rather
than years – often good things come out of
bad.

attitudes training and colleagues at pass training working brilliantly in London

You can contact John Boulton on 02392 455090 or mobile: 07720 910 720
email: john@attitudestraining.co.uk website www.attitudestraining.co.uk
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The main highlight though is our access to
nature; walks on the South Downs, swimming
off Hayling Island, studying the life cycle of the
caddisfly in the Lavant Stream. And I can still
star-spot. I walked along the coastline to
Emsworth last week and said ‘hi’ to a thin
sprightly older gentleman. I did a double take
and am pretty sure that even without the
eyeliner and with a baseball cap covering that
long hair, it was The Rolling Stone’s Keith
Richards who greeted me! Bliss.

What do I miss? Seeing up-and-coming bands
play pubs with my mates. My monthly
Christies auction visit to view art treasures
that are normally out of public view.
Beachcombing for broken pottery and bottles
at low tide on the Thames. Rummaging around
house-clearance guys’ hoards for old first
edition books. Star-spotting in central London.
What have we gained? A gardener’s paradise

Dominic Joyeux, 7 August 2021
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Michael Olding’s Big Dahlia Triumph
and Cheques in the Chapel

PCroft Roofing

Alandown Motors Ltd
Servicing & Repairs
to all makes
Petrol & Diesel
98 West Street · Havant · Hampshire · PO9 1LN
Telephone: 023 9248 2369 · Fax: 023 9249 9335
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The Dahlia was first introduced into Great
Britain from Mexico via Spain in 1798
and in 1824 Lord Holland sent his wife a
note containing the following verse:
"The Dahlia you brought to our Isle
Your praises for ever shall speak
Mid gardens as sweet as your smile
And in colour as bright as your cheek"

This was a well-attended, happy, horticultural
event with added serendipity for all!

And we wonder why it took Lord Holland
26 years to send that rhyme?
Ditto our star of the green fingers, one Michael
Olding of Towers Garden, who never aspired to
be a gardener, or even to appear on Radio 4’s
Gardeners Question Time. He has though now
given the gardening-mad village of Langstone
something to really think about, by coming
from nowhere to win the coveted Langstone
Dahlia Growing Competition – ahead of
more than 15 very strong competitors.

Social Committee: Cecily Hughes, Carolyn
Holland, Polly Chapman, Sue Emery.
Bolts (John Boulton)

Photo: Sarah Graham

or send us an email: Pcroftroofing@hotmail.com
www.pcroftroofing.co.uk

But we weren’t done yet, because
our treasured LVA Treasurer Sue
Emery, had money to pass on – a
bounteous £1,066 which had
been raised from the successful
Table-Top Sale in the High Street
on a sunny Bank Holiday, on
Monday 31 May. And the
beneficiaries were two very worthwhile local
charities – The Rowans and The Rosemary
Foundation. On behalf of The Rowans – Anne
Effenberg (Treasurer), Tracy Castle and Jennette
Young accepted a cheque for £533, and on
behalf of The Rosemary Foundation Patricia
Golding received the same amount.

Photo: Penny Ingram

CALL 07723 005098

presented Michael with the 1st
prize of a voucher worth £50,
generously donated by The Ship
Inn. And to put it mildly Michael is
dancing on air!

"Well done Michael" cheered the Crowd outside
St Nicholas’ Chapel on Saturday 14 August, as
Lulu Bowerman – Havant Borough Councillor
for Emsworth and Hampshire County
Councillor for Emsworth and St Faiths

Sue Emery with her invaluable card reader
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Treat your Spicy taste buds to

More "Beatlemania" as Rock historian Kevin
Edwards adds further grist to the Old Mill…

Genuine Indian Cuisine from
SHAPLA INDIAN TAKEAWAY

The "Egg Man" will
neither confirm nor deny
the feature in The
Langstonian Summer
issue. He will, however,
add context to the story
that the Beatles were
going to buy the Old
Mill in Langstone.

Island, whilst property searching in the area,
and bought it for his friend. As well as running
the Apple Corp for the Beatles for many years,
Pete also made a success of the Post Office, and
remained in contact with John Lennon until his
untimely death in 1981.

It was John Lennon and George Harrison who
were interested in the property although this
was short-lived. When the Portsmouth Evening
News broke the story, the idea got dropped like
a "Rolling Stone."

I got to know Pete’s son Dave, who at the time
was living in a shared house at Sandy Point.
With his school pal Nick and his girlfriend, they
had intended to travel across Europe and North
Africa on a once-in-a-life-time road journey.
I had thought that all three died in a tragic road
accident crossing Spain, although I have
subsequently found out that Dave was not
travelling with them, and lives on?

in Havant!
Check out our dishes and set
meals on our website and order
on-line at shaplahavant.co.uk or
call us on 023 9249 9532 or
023 9249 9534 for free delivery
and extras for orders over £15
in Langstone, Hayling Island,
Havant, Emsworth, Waterlooville
and Farlington.
Or you can pop-in to 27 Market Parade, Havant, near
Angel Radio and receive a warm welcome. Please
mention the Langstonian when you order.

Pete later opened "Fatty Arbuckle’s Burger
franchise" – first in Osbourne Road Southsea,
and then across the South.

One legacy of their visit to these parts however,
was John Lennon buying Sandy Point Post
Office, for his best friend and lifetime chum
Pete Shotton. He had played in John Lennon’s
Skiffle band ‘The Quarrymen’ – a role he did not
hold for long as, allegedly, when he asked to
leave the band, he had the wash board he was
playing smashed over his head!.

The Post Office and many of the other buildings
of that time have since been demolished;
although in Pete’s honour, the block of flats built
on the site has been called Shotton Court.

In spite of musical differences they remained
good friends. Lennon was given details of the
newly opened post office in Creek Road Hayling

Pete Shotton passed away aged 75 on 19 March
this year, at his home in Cheshire
Kevin Edwards, 23 August 2021

Dates for your Diary
For the spiciest value-for-money meals in Havant

SHAPLA INDIAN TAKEAWAY
27 Market Parade, Havant PO9 1PY
Order on-line: shaplahavant.co.uk
Or call us on 023 9249 9532 or 023 9249 9534 now!

Saturday 16th October 10am-12 noon

Saturday 27th November 7.30pm

Coffee Morning and Presentation:

LVA Autumn Supper – The Ship Inn

‘Avoiding Scams’ – Nicki Shepherd from
Home Instead. At the Chapel

Saturday 11th December

Tuesday 23rd November 7pm for 7.30

Christmas Coffee Morning – The Chapel

LVA Annual General Meeting –

Bolts (John Boulton)

The Chapel
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10am-12 noon
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